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Central/Hybrid/Distributed SIS

Major Decision

– One size fits all or build to suit

– Acknowledge future plans

No ‘Best Practice’ Guidance

– Evolving internal practices

– Existing legacy systems

Typical Knowledge Sources are biased

– Each major manufacturer wants you in their 

platform
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It’s about the logic solver

Probably same field equipment either way
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Defining Characteristics

Central

– Single Logic Solver - many SIFs

– Connections out to multiple process units

– Single vendor solution

– Programmable, good math capabilities

Distributed

– Multiple, small logic units – few SIFs each

– Located near process unit

– Probably simpler safety logic
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IEC 61511 Edition 2 

Committee Draft

Centralized SIS 

Solution
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Modified from IEC 

61511 Edition 2 

Committee Draft

Distributed

SIS Solution
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Decision Drivers

SIS Configuration Status

– Current Central System

– Specialized skid units with safety systems

Your Corporate Expertise

Manufacturer support

MI Resources

– Training

– Spare Parts

– Allowable Repair Time

Plot Plan
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Considerations

Design and Integration Resources

– Your local and corporate expertise

– Spare parts

– Replacement parts

Degree of Control Automation

– Connections to Corporate

– Cyber attack pathways
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Considerations

Benefits of Diverse Technologies

– Integration of diverse technologies takes effort 

and planning

– Trip Amp/Relay system is cyber-proof

Economies of Scale

– Manufacturer Alliances

– Troubleshooting & Repair Support
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Centralized

Preferred Customer Status

Integration by your Central Supplier

– One stop training, troubleshooting support

– Somebody to call with problems

Continuing Support

– Upgrade/update knowledge source

Significant ties to one supplier

– Business risk if you pick wrong
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Centralized Safety

Benefits 

– Only one system to learn and support

– Common operator interface

– Integration by vendor 

• asset management system compatible

– Single point of supplier responsibility
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Centralized Safety

Challenges 

– Significant wiring requirements for field I/O

– Higher installed cost

– Slower speed of execution

– Central controller glitch

• Bring down entire plant

• Programming can be very complex
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Distributed Safety

Benefits

– Get to select the right equipment for the 

application

– Independent operation and shutdown

• At Unit/Process Level

– Allows targeted modifications and upgrades

• without disturbing other functions

– Easier to install and start up for retrofits and 

expansions
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Distributed Safety

Benefits (continued)

– Shorter wiring paths

– Simpler to design, program, install and 

maintain

– Improved overall speed of execution

– Typically less expensive

– Modification checkouts have limited scope
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Distributed Safety

Challenges

– Multiple systems to learn and support

– Integration among systems required

• Human factors and interface differences

• Corporate/local knowledge needs

– No common engineering interface

• More systems to learn 
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Distributed Safety

Challenges (continued)

– No single point of supplier responsibility

• You make parts work together

– No help for update/upgrade information

– You are the integration resource

• High level engineering and understanding required
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Hybrid Safety System

Allows selecting best technologies

– Fast response where needed

– Low cost where acceptable

May be hybrid by default

– Central legacy SIS

– Existing skid units with supplied SISs
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Hybrid Safety System

Embraces special technology needs

– Integration and update requires local 

expertise

Likely upgrade path for 

– Cyber protection

– Special technology applications
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Future Directions & Challenges

More BPCS – Corporate connectivity

Cyber-attacks and defense strategies

– Consideration added in proposed new 

revision of IEC 61511

Reflect on Stuxnet

– Single big supplier system was the target

– Knowledge of system available from multiple 

sources
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Future Directions & Challenges

Want to protect your PE system

– Doing something unique means local 

expertise

Hardwire systems immune

– Inherently not centralized
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Death Star – Single Point

Probably the most 
remarkable technological 
product of the Galactic 
Empire.

It was the awesome 
culmination of the 
engineering capability of a 
ten thousand year old 
civilization that spanned 
the galaxy. 

It could destroy entire 
planets and its mere 
presence resulted in great 
fear.
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Death Star

Using the stolen technical 
data, Alliance tacticians were 
able to pinpoint a crucial flaw 
in the Death Star's design. 

A small ray-shielded 
thermal exhaust port led 
directly from the surface of 
the station into the heart of its 
colossal reactor. 

When the port was breached 
by proton torpedoes, the 
resulting chain reaction 
destroyed the station.

A single point of failure 
existed in the Death Star 
design.
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Conclusions
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Conclusions

Central/Hybrid/Distributed Safety

– Best decision for your circumstances

Central SIS

– Weigh supplier ties vs. supplier support

– Monolithic concept – One size must fit all

Distributed and Hybrid SIS

– Corporate/local knowledge needs increase

Cyber threat is real and increasing

– Separating SIS from BPCS increasingly important


